Abstract. This paper studies compactifications of several moduli spaces involving closed Riemann surfaces. The first main result identifies the homeomorphism types of these compactifications. The second main result introduces cellular decompositions on these spaces using semistable ribbon graphs extending the earlier work of Looijenga.
Introduction
Denote by M g,n the moduli space of Riemann surfaces with genus g and n labeled points. The Deligne-Mumford compactification is denoted by M g,n and is a space parameterizing stable Riemann surfaces. Here stable means that we only allow double point singularities and that each irreducible component of the surface has negative Euler characteristic. We can further perform a real blow-up along the locus of degenerate surfaces to obtain the space M g,n . Intuitively, this space is similar to the Deligne-Mumford space but it remembers the angle at each double point at which the surface degenerated.
The decorated moduli space is denoted by M dec g,n = M g,n × (∆ n−1 )
• where ∆ n−1
is the (n − 1) dimensional standard simplex and (·)
• denotes its interior. The first main result of this paper constructs compactifications of the decorated moduli space and identifies explicitly their homeomorphism type. These compactifications It is a known result of Harer, Penner, Mumford, et al ; that the decorated moduli space is homeomorphic to the moduli space of metric ribbon graphs denoted by M com g,n . This later space comes with a natural cellular structure given by ribbon graphs. In [Loo95] Looijenga introduces a way to compactify this space using earlier ideas of Kontsevich. The second part of this paper describes a cellular compactification of the ribbon graph space, extending the work of Looijenga. This new compactification covers Looijenga's and Kontsevish's compactifications and is finer, meaning it encodes more information. It also seems more relevant to quantum field theory purposes. In particular, we plan to describe a BV structure on the cellular chains of our compactification and construct a solution to the quantum master equation elsewhere.
I would like to thank my adviser Sasha Voronov for his generosity and guidance, Eduard Looijenga for his patience answering my questions, and Kevin Costello for sharing his own ideas about this work with me.
Real Blow-ups
We will use a blow-up construction in the PL category. Given a manifold M and a closed submanifold N the real (or directional) blow-up Bl N (M ) can be defined by gluing M \ N to the (codim N -1)-dimensional spherical bundle of rays of the normal bundle of N in M . This is homeomorphic to the result of carving out an open tubular neighborhood of N out of M . The construction can be generalized to the PL category of manifolds with boundary and the submanifold N can be replaced by a union of submanifolds with some transversality condition. Moreover, we have the following Lemma 2.1. Blowing-up a submanifold of the boundary of a manifold does not change the homeomorphism type of the original manifold.
Proof. The normal bundle around a submanifold in the boundary of M is a closed half space. Therefore the bundle of rays is a half disk bundle. This enlarges the boundary of M without changing its homeomorphism type. Remark 2.2. Given union of PL-submanifolds intersecting multi-transversely it will be sometimes necessary to blow up such union with the aid of a filtration indexed by dimension. In this case we will blow-up from the lowest dimensional to the highest dimensional elements of the filtration. We will still denote by Bl F (M ) the sequential blow-up of M along the filtration F . An example can be seen in Figure 2 .
Proposition 2.3. Let T n = (S 1 ) n and S 2n−1 = { − → z ∈ C n | |z i | 2 = 1}. The blow-up satisfies the following properties:
(1)
there is a copy of T n embedded since the boundary of the blow-up is the sphere S 2n−1 and there the orthogonal circles are obtained by letting z i = 0 for all but one i. Denote by P n the union of the n complex hyperplanes determined by the equations z i = 0. Their intersection in the blow-up Bl P n (C n ) is homeomorphic to T n . Then
(2) Given two manifolds X,Y and a submanifold Z ⊂ X we have
3) Let T n act on S 2n−1 by (θ 1 , ...θ n ) · (z 1 , ..., z n ) = (e iθ1 z 1 , ..., e iθn z n ). Then
Proof. The first claim follows from the fact that the complex hyperplanes z i = 0 intersect transversely in C n . For (2) let T (X) denote the tangent bundle of X and ν X (Z) the normal bundle
, so the boundary generated is isomorphic to S 2n−1 . Consider the map S 2n−1 → ∆ n−1 defined by (z 1 , ..., z n ) → (|z 1 | 2 , ..., |z n | 2 ). The preimage of a point in the simplex corresponds with the orbit of any of the points on the preimage under the torus action and hence the map descends to the desired homeomorphism after taking the quotient. Finally for (4) we can view the quotient Bl {
n−1 due to (3). Therefore this quotient can be understood as an enlargement of the origin to the simplex which does not change the homeomorphism type.
Consider the n dimensional standard simplex with vertices labeled by the set {0, 1, ..., n}. If S is a non-empty subset with at most n − 1 elements we denote by Bl S (∆ n ) the blow-up of the simplex along the face spanned by the elements of S. For sets with n elements we can consider the blow-up to be just the simplex itself. If R ⊂ 2 {0,1,...n} whose elements are non-empty and have cardinality at most n − 1 then denote by Bl R (∆ n ) the sequential blow-up of the simplex starting from the subsets of lowest cardinality and continuing toward the ones with highest cardinality. Notice that this order is important for the blow-up to be well defined. Let P = {P 1 , ..., P m } be a partition of {0, 1, ..., n}.
Definition 2.4. The blown-up simplex associated to the partition P is obtained from the standard n dimensional simplex by a sequence of blow-ups, namely Bl P ′ (∆ n ) where
Compactifications. The moduli space M g,P parametrizes conformal classes of connected Riemann surfaces of genus g with a fixed finite subset P of labeled points. We may denote this moduli space as M g,n where n = |P |. There is an action of the symmetric group S P permuting the labels. A positive real number can be associated to each labeled point so that the total sum is one, this gives M g,P ×
• ∆P where ∆ P is the |P | − 1 dimensional standard simplex spanned by P . Denote this space by M dec g,P and call this surfaces P -labeled connected Riemann surfaces of genus g decorated by real numbers. Its dimension is 6g + 3n − 7. In [MP98] there is a description of an orbifold cell decomposition for M dec g,P and M dec g,P /S P in terms of ribbon graphs. The aim of this paper is to construct orbifold cell decompositions for compactified versions of these spaces using ribbon graphs and use them to find a solution to the Quantum Master Equation (QME).
For M g,P is possible to take the Deligne-Mumford compactification M g,P which parametrizes isomorphism classes of P -labeled stable connected Riemann surfaces.
We can further perform a real blow-up along the locus of stable curves with singularities to obtain the moduli space M g,P as in [KSV96] . This is also called the moduli space of P -labeled connected stable Riemann surfaces decorated by real tangent directions. The reason behind this name is the interpretation of this moduli space as constructed from the DM-compactification by adding decorations by a real ray in the complex tensor product of the tangent spaces on each side of each singularity. The natural projection M g,P → M g,P has as preimages finite quotients of real tori on the locus of singular surfaces.
We now introduce a way to compactify M dec g,P motivated by Looijenga's construction of the compactification of the space of ribbon graphs in [Loo95] . A P -labeled connected Riemann surface C is semistable when its irreducible components have non-positive Euler characteristic. Since we always require labeled points the only strictly semistable surface (i.e. non-stable) is the Riemann sphere with two labeled points. Its moduli space will be defined as a point. Denote byĈ = i∈I C i its normalization where the C i 's are connected and irreducible. Let ι : N → N denote the involution on the set of nodes (the preimages of singularities under the attaching map). Two components or two nodes ofĈ are associated if they are related by the involution. Now we further restrict these surfaces as to comply with the following conditions.
(1) A component can not be associated to itself. (2) Two strictly semistable components can not be associated. (3) A stable component with no labeled points must be associated with at least one other stable component.
Each labeled point and node ofĈ is given a decoration by a real number which can be represented by a function λ : P ∪ N → [0, 1]. This is sometimes called the perimeter function for a reason that will become clear later.
Definition 3.1. An order for C is a function ord : π 0Ĉ → N where N = {0, 1, 2, ...}. We say that the pair (λ, ord) (where λ is a perimeter function) is compatible if they satisfy the following properties. Lemma 3.2. Given a compatible pair (λ, ord) we have: A component of order k may be call k-component. We will also denote bŷ P k andN k the subset of P and N lying on k-components. An isomorphism in this context is a stable surface isomorphism preserving the labels pointwise, the order and the perimeter function. The moduli space of P -labeled connected semistable decorated Riemann surfaces will be denoted by M dec g,P . So far we only know what this is as a set but we can introduce a topology that makes it Hausdorff and compact. This moduli space will contain M dec g,P as an open, dense subset. In an analogue way we can define the moduli space M dec g,P . Remark 3.5. The effect of allowing semistable components in the moduli space is minimal. Given two associated irreducible components the decorations by tangent directions enlarges the dimension of that locus by one in the moduli space. Inserting a strictly semistable sphere in between these associated components also adds only one dimension to that locus in the moduli space because the group of automorphisms rotates the sphere so that the the real rays corresponding to the nodes on the semistable sphere are irrelevant. This is illustrated on Figure 5 .
Consider the map M dec g,P → M g,P which forgets the decorations by real numbers and contracts semistable spheres to a point. The preimage of a point is the space of perimeter functions (which is a union of a product of simplices modded out by a finite group) and special decorations in between some singularities (corresponding to the contracted semistable spheres). Convergence in this space is determined by rescaling (also called renormalization). This occurs when a simple closed curve degenerates. If the curve is non-separating we think of this as degenerating toward a semistable sphere thus creating two extra singularities on this surfaces instead of just one. The order of the resulting semistable sphere is one more than that of the original surface. If the curve is separating there are two cases. First, if both components have labeled points with decorations converging to positive real numbers then we have a similar phenomenon as in the previous case. Otherwise the decorations in one of the components tend to zero. In the limit the length of the curve is viewed as a decoration of the node in the irreducible component where the decorations vanish and we rescale each decoration so that they add up to one. The order of the resulting irreducible component that was rescaled is increased by one respect to the original irreducible component. This new component in turn might have a separating simple closed curve which degenerates and a component with vanishing decorations in the limit. By induction this process yields new orders in the irreducible components and perimeter functions satisfying the restrictions imposed by the orders. This is how we obtain a topological space parameterizing P -labeled semistable surfaces together with decorations by real numbers in the form of perimeter functions.
The topology of M dec g,P can be described as a quotient of certain real blow-up of M g,P × ∆ P along the locus where degenerations occur. The first main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Proof. In M g,P × ∆ P consider the different loci of singular surfaces of a fixed topological type with the property that its irreducible components either have a labeled point with a non-zero decoration or every node on that component is associated to a node on a component with the previous property. Let F be the filtration by dimension of the closure of the previous loci (which intersect multi-transversely). As a topological space we have then
We need to show that the new boundary created by the first sequence of blow-ups and the later one can be parametrized so that every point in this moduli space corresponds with a decorated semistable surface.
The perimeter function is clearly defined in the interior. On the boundary we parametrize the disk bundles created by the blow-up. A stratum of codimension k > 1 in on the boundary M g,P × ∆ P creates a k − 1 dimensional disk bundle (a half sphere bundle to be more precise) over the original locus. In fact, let K be the set of singularities and labeled points being set to zero within irreducible components where all labeled points are zero. Under these circumstances |K| = k. Now let Q be a partition of K defined by declaring the Q i 's to be sets consisting of The order of this semistable spheres is one and the other stable irreducible components have order zero. The decorations are given by the interior of the blown-up simplex. The decoration at each node of a semistable sphere is half of the new parameter created by the blow-up and corresponding with that singularity. For cases (2) and (3) the components originally with at least one non-zero decoration are given order zero while the other ones are given order one. In this case we do not introduce semistable spheres. Higher orders arise as we pass to the boundary of the blown-up simplices or by intersection of the many different topological types. A couple of examples are depicted on Figure 7 . This can be done in a compatible way across the many different topological types.
It is an exercise to show that these perimeter functions and orders define unital pairs on semistable Riemann surfaces.
The topology on M dec g,P can be obtained in two ways. First, it is possible to take the quotient of M dec g,P induced by forgetting the decorations by tangent directions. Second, we can perform to M dec g,P × ∆ P the same sequential blow-up as before. In that case an extra step is required. The blow-up produces singular surfaces with tangent directions so we need to take the appropriate quotient after the each blow-up. Locally this is explained by Proposition 2.3.1. In case we restrict to the boundary of M g,P × ∆ P (the locus of surfaces where some of the decorations degenerate) the homeomorphism type is not altered due to Lemma 2.1. But the situation is a little more subtle at the intersection of the locus of degenerated surfaces which lies in the interior of M g,P × ∆ P and thus the interior is modified, not the boundary. First, Proposition 2.3.2 implies it is enough to consider the blow-up in M g,P . The situation can be visualized locally by Proposition 2.3.3. So basically we are enlarging the origin to accommodate the simplex without changing the homeomorphism type of the original space as in Proposition 2.3.4. can be identified with the standard two-simplex. The space M 0,P where |P | = 4 can be identified with the Riemann sphere and the locus where degenerations occur corresponds to three disjoint points. The space M dec 0,P is the union of M 0,P × ∆ P with three copies of the space { * } × T where T is a three dimensional simplicial complex obtain from gluing three solids: two copies of ∆ 2 ×∆ 1 and the real blow-up of ∆ 3 at two opposite edges corresponding to the decorations of the labeled points in each irreducible component of the stable surface.
A simple way to go from M 0,P × ∆ P to the boundary is to consider the geodesic that is being collapse and its length l. If l(t) → 0 and each resulting irreducible component contains a marked point with non-vanishing limit, then we land in the blown-up copy of ∆ 3 in T . If the decorations of both labeled points in a resulting irreducible component tend to zero then we land in one of the copies of ∆ 2 × ∆ 1 . To decide in which point we land let d 1 (t), d 2 (t) be such decorations and n the decoration at the node. Then the decorations in the limit will be lim
A combinatorial version of M dec g,P is another main character of this paper. As before, this can be thought of as adding decorations at each singularity in the form of a real ray in the complex tensor product of the tangent spaces on each side of each singularity. The notion of isomorphism is the same as before with the sole addition of respect of the decorations by tangent directions.
4. Semi-stable Ribbon Graphs 4.1. Ribbon Graphs. By a graph we mean a combinatorial object consisting of vertices, edges and incidence relations. We avoid isolated vertices. This is the same as a one dimensional CW-complex. Definition 4.1. A ribbon graph Γ is a finite graph together with a cyclic ordering on each set of adjacent half-edges to every vertex.
If H is the set of half-edges and v is a vertex of Γ let H v be the set of adjacent half-edges to this vertex. Then a cyclic ordering at a vertex v is an ordering of H v up to cyclic permutation. Once a cyclic ordering of H v is chosen, a cyclic permutation of H v is defined (an element of S Hv ): it moves a half-edge to the next in the cyclic order. Define by σ 0 the element of S H which is the product of all the cyclic permutations at every vertex and let σ 1 be the involution in S H that permutes halfedges on each edge of Γ. This combinatorial data completely defines the ribbon graph. To be more precise, given a finite set H and permutations σ 0 , σ 1 ∈ S H such that σ 0 is a product of cyclic permutations (with disjoint support), with all elements of H being permuted, and σ 1 is an involution without fixed points, then we can construct a ribbon graph Γ. A vertex of Γ is then given as an orbit of σ 0 on H, while an edge as an orbit of σ 1 on H, so that the set of vertices may be identified with V (Γ) = H/σ 0 and the set of edges with E(Γ) = H/σ 1 . Let σ ∞ = σ −1 0 σ 1 . Then the orbits will be called boundary cycles and the orbit space H/σ ∞ = C(Γ) cusps, the reason for such terms will become evident later. The cusps and vertices of valence one or two will be called distinguished points. Notice also that knowing σ 1 and σ ∞ completely determines the ribbon graph structure since σ 0 = σ 1 σ −1 ∞ . Remark 4.2. The graph obtained by introducing a new vertex between each halfedge will be called the edge refinement of a ribbon graph. An isomorphism of ribbon graphs is a graph isomorphism of the underlying edge refinements preserving the cyclic orders on each vertex. A loop is an edge incident to only one vertex and a forest is a disjoint union of trees (i.e. graphs T such thatH * (T ) = 0).
Remark 4.3. The set of half-edges can be identified with the set of oriented edges in two ways. To each oriented edge we can assign the source or target half edge. We use the one assigning the source. The permutation σ 1 switches the orientation of every edge.
To every ribbon graph Γ we can associate an orientable surface Surf(Γ) constructed as follows. To each oriented edge e we can associate a semi-infinite rectangle K e = |e| × R ≥0 at the base (where |e| is homeomorphic to the closed unit interval). Let K e be it's one-point compactification. Now identify the base of K e with the base of K σ1(e) and the right-hand edge of K e with the left-hand edge of K σ∞(e) . There are some special points coming from the compactifications (after gluing them), they can be identified with the orbits of σ ∞ , and that's why we call them cusps. The surface Surf(Γ) \ C(Γ) has a piece-wise Euclidean metric (depending on the lengths of |e|). Each connected component of the graph has genus g i = (2 − χ i − n i )/2 where χ i = |V (Γ i )| − |E(Γ i )|, Γ i is the i-th connected component of Γ and n i is the number of cusps in that component. Notice there is a natural identification between Surf(Γ) and Surf(Γ * ). The surface comes with a natural orientation given by the tiles since they are naturally oriented and their orientations match each other because of the way we glued them.
Definition 4.4. A P -labeled ribbon graph is a ribbon graph together with an injection x : P ֒→ V (Γ) ⊔ C(Γ) whose image contains all distinguished points. The elements of the image will be called labeled points. 
Box without top and bottom Square without a point Figure 10 . Once-punctured torus, adding the puncture gives Surf(Γ).
Remark 4.5. Clearly, if (Γ, x) is a P -labeled ribbon graph then Surf(Γ) inherits a P -labeling in the form of a function x : P ֒→ Surf(Γ).
4.2. Gluing Construction. Fix a vertex v in a ribbon graph. We can construct a new ribbon graph by replacing v with |H v | edges and |H v | vertices as in Figure 11 . The new ribbon graph is the blow-up of v. An interesting construction associated to a ribbon graph is the dual graph, it is obtained by passing from (H Γ ; σ 0 , σ 1 ) to (H Γ ; σ ∞ , σ 1 ). This new ribbon graph will be denoted by Γ * . Notice that there is a natural identification between the sets E(Γ) and E(Γ * ). . Two boundary cycles, the one on the left is injective, the one on the right is not.
A boundary cycle is called injective if it is homeomorphic to a circle. By disjoint boundary cycles we mean boundary cycles that do not share any vertices or edges in common. Given two disjoint boundary cycles with at least one of them injective we can produce a family of ribbon graphs as follows. Since both boundary cycles are CW-complexes themselves choose parametrizations of each boundary cycle by S 1 . The parametrization of the injective boundary cycle must be compatible with the natural counter-clockwise orientation of S 1 ⊂ C, i.e. it follows the cyclic permutation defining the boundary cycle. When there is compatibility of orientations we call this boundary cycle positive. The other boundary cycle is parametrized with the opposite orientation, thus let's call it negative. For every preimage of a vertex under the parametrizations there are associated two half-edges h 1 , h 2 in the corresponding boundary cycles. If moving along the direction of the orientation given on S 1 takes us from h 1 to h 2 passing through the vertex then we call h 1 the first half-edge associated to such preimage of a vertex and h 2 the last. Now glue both graphs via the map identifying two points if their preimages under the parametrization coincides. This gives and obvious new set of half edges and vertices (with at most as many vertices as the sum of vertices on each boundary cycle and at least as many vertices as the number of vertices in the boundary cycle with least vertices). There's also an induced cyclic order on each vertex of the glued graph. When a vertex of one boundary cycle is identified with a point in the other boundary cycle that was not a vertex the induced cyclic order is the same as before. When two (or more) vertices belonging to different boundary cycles are identified we need a new cyclic order on the new set of half-edges. Notice that the new set of half-edges is a union of half-edges associated to the vertices in the positive and negative boundary cycles modded out by the equivalence relation identifying both first half-edges and last half-edges in the corresponding boundary cycles. Define the new cyclic permutation case by case: the image of a half-edge that is not first or last is the same as the image under the old cyclic permutation (depending on whether the half-edge belongs to a vertex in the positive or negative boundary cycle), the image of a first half-edge is ruled by the cyclic permutation of the positive boundary cycle and the image of a last half-edge by the cyclic permutation of the negative one. The final product is cyclic because the injectivity of the positive boundary cycle ensures that the new permutation is really just an extension of the cyclic permutation of the vertex in the negative boundary cycle by inserting in between half-edges (the ones corresponding to the boundary cycle) permutations from the positive boundary cycle (which always have only one first half-edge and last halfedge on each vertex). This process generates then and array of ribbon graphs, each one called a gluing.
4.3.
Semi-stable Ribbon Graphs. Let us describe two ribbon graphs we can obtain from a proper subset of edges Z ⊂ E(Γ). Denote by Γ Z the subgraph with set of edges Z and H Z its set of half-edges. The ribbon graph structure is induced by σ 0 and σ 1 in the following way. The new σ ΓZ 1 is just the restriction while σ ΓZ 0 is defined by declaring σ ΓZ 0 (h), with h ∈ H Z , to be the first term in the sequence (σ k 0 (h)) k>0 that is in H Z . The proper subset Z ⊂ E(Γ) of edges of a ribbon graph induces a ribbon graph structure on the graph determined by the complement of Z in E(Γ). We will denote this graph by Γ/Γ Z although this is not a topological quotient in general. The new graph has set of edges E(Γ) \ Z with induced set of half-edges H Γ/ΓZ . Since σ 1 and σ ∞ completely determine the ribbon graph structure is enough to define them in H Γ/ΓZ . The new involution is just the restriction σ
(h) to be the first term of the sequence (σ k ∞ ) k>0 that is not in H Z .
We now describe how to collapse edges in a P -labeled ribbon graph without changing the homeomorphism type of Surf(Γ) relative to P . Definition 4.6. A subset Z ⊂ E(Γ) of a P -labeled ribbon graph (Γ, x) is called negligible if each of its connected components is either a tree with at most one labeled point or a homotopy circle without labeled points that contains an entire boundary cycle.
Remark 4.7. Collapsing a set of edges of the first kind clearly does not change the injectivity of the labels. Collapsing a set of the second kind is called a total collapse and in this case the label of the corresponding cusp turns into a label of a vertex. The injectivity is still preserved.
Proof. We can show that we go from Surf(Γ) to Surf(Γ/Γ Z ) by successively collapsing embedded closed disks to either a point or an interval. These collapses respect the injectivity of the labels. Such process does not change the homeomorphism type of the surface. Now that we know how to degenerate metric ribbon graphs without changing the homeomorphism type of the surface it generates we can also do so allowing only mild degenerations. If we collapse more arbitrary subsets of edges the homeomorphism type is not preserve but we can show that the singularities thus obtained are simple.
We start with the following definition. Remark 4.10. Every contractible component of Γ Z contains at least two labeled points (otherwise it would be negligible). A component that is a homotopy circle without a labeled vertex is necessarily a topological circle (because univalent vertices must be labeled) that is not a boundary cycle of Γ (otherwise it would be negligible).
Lemma 4.11. Given a ribbon graph Γ every proper subset Z ⊂ E(Γ) contains a unique maximal semistable subset Z sst ⊂ Z.
Proof. We give an algorithm to find Z sst . Trim down the edges containing a unlabeled vertex of valence one. Repeat this process until we can not delete further edges. This leaves us only with labeled univalent vertices. Now throw away all components that are boundary cycles with no labeled vertices. At the end we get Z sst = ∅ if Z is negligible or Z sst = ∅ otherwise. The uniqueness of Z sst follows from construction.
A semistable subset Z is stable if every component that is a topological circle contains a labeled vertex. We denote by Z st (Γ) the collection of stable subsets of Γ whose associated graph is connected. An arbitrary proper subset Z contains a unique maximal stable subset Z st , is obtained from Z sst by getting rid of the components that are topological circles without labeled vertices. Notice also that Z st ∈ Z st (Γ) only if the graph associated to Z is connected, otherwise Z st is a disjoint union of elements of Z st (Γ).
Take a vertex in Γ/Γ Z . This is represented by an orbit of σ Γ/ΓZ 0
. If any of the elements in that orbit is the image under σ 0 of and element of H Z we call that vertex exceptional. In that case there is an orbit of σ ΓZ ∞ such that the image of its elements under σ ∞ is either in that same orbit or is an element of a unique orbit of σ Γ/ΓZ 0 , which is then exceptional. Otherwise, we could get from an element of one of the orbits to an element of a different orbit by permuting through σ ΓZ ∞ which implies that these two elements belong to the same orbit of σ Γ/ΓZ 0 , a contradiction. In this case we call the corresponding orbit of σ ΓZ ∞ an exceptional boundary cycle.
The next step is to introduce a generalization of ribbon graphs that will give a cellular decomposition of the decorated moduli space of semistable curves. This is similar to Looijenga's definition in [Loo95] but some changes were required.
Let Γ be a ribbon graph. The connected components that are homeomorphic to a circle can be stable or semistable. The only difference is how we will compute their Euler characteristic. As a graph the Euler characteristic is zero in both cases, but in the first case we will further subtract the number of vertices (as they will later represent labeled points and singularities).
Consider an involution without fixed points ι on a subset N ⊂ V (Γ) ⊔ C(Γ). The elements of N will be called nodes, two elements of the same orbit are associated and in this case we may also say that the corresponding connected components of the graph are associated. Cusp-nodes and vertex-nodes are defined in an obvious way. This involution allows us to identify points in Surf(Γ). Let Surf(Γ, ι) be such surface. Let Γ = ∪Γ i where the Γ i 's are the connected components of Γ.
We will only consider graphs with involutions for which the following properties apply:
(1) A cusp-node can only be associated to a vertex-node and vice versa. (
The following gives some insight into this definition and is not hard to prove.
Lemma 4.12. Given an order ord : π o Γ → N we have:
Definition 4.13. A semistable ribbon graph is a ribbon graph Γ together with an involution ι as above and an order function ord.
Remark 4.14. A ribbon graph can be viewed as a semistable ribbon graph with N = ∅. Notice also that Surf(Γ) is the normalization of Surf(Γ, ι).
A semistable ribbon graph isomorphism is a ribbon graph isomorphism of the underlying ribbon graph that respects the involution and the order function.
A P -labeling of a semistable ribbon graph is an inclusion x : P ֒→ V (Γ) ⊔ C(Γ) satisfying: Figure 14 . Semi-stable ribbon graph whose associated surface is isomorphic to the one in Figure 4 .
(1) The image x(P ) is disjoint from the set of nodes.
(2) The union x(P ) ∪ N contains all distinguished points except possibly for some bivalent vertices on boundary cycles corresponding with cusp-nodes with the property that the number of unlabeled vertices on that boundary cycle can not exceed the number of half-edges on the associated vertexnode. If the boundary cycle belongs to a semistable component we need to take into account both vertex-nodes associated to both boundary cycles. These bivalent distinguished vertices will be called free.
Definition 4.15. A P -labeled semistable ribbon graph is a semistable ribbon graph together with a P -labeling.
The connection between ribbon graphs and semistable ribbon graphs is made by the following definition.
Definition 4.16. Given a P -labeled ribbon graph (Γ, x) a permissible sequence is a sequence
such that Z i ⊂ Z sst i−1 and this inclusion is strict. A P -labeled ribbon graph together with a permissible sequence Z • can be used to construct a P -labeled semistable ribbon graph as follows. For i > 0 we can always collapse Z i \ Z sst i since these sets are negligible due to maximality. Therefor we can assume that all Z i are semistable for i > 0. The disjoint union Γ/Γ Z1 ⊔ Γ Z1 naturally inherits a semistable ribbon graph structure through the involution identifying exceptional vertices with their corresponding exceptional boundary cycles. The connected components of Z 1 \ Z st 1 are semistable. The free vertices of Γ Z1 lying on exceptional boundary cycles are the ones that had half-edges that now belong to Γ/Γ Z1 . The components in Γ/Γ Z1 only contain vertex-nodes and thus all those components have order zero. All the components of Γ Z1 have at least one cusp-node associated to a vertex-node in a component of order zero and hence all those components have order one. The P -labeling naturally induces a P -labeling on the semistable ribbon graph. We can inductively apply this process to Γ Zi and Z i+1 thus obtaining a P -labeled semistable ribbon
A negligible subset of (Γ, Z • ) is a set of negligible edges of ∪ k (Z k \ Z k+1 ). Call N (Γ, Z • ) the set of negligible subsets of (Γ, Z • ). It is easy to check that we can obtain a new permissible sequence (Γ, Z • )/N of the same length by collapsing the elements of N ∈ N (Γ, Z • ) and that the topological type of (Γ, Z • )/N is the same as (Γ, Z • ).
Let (Γ, Z • ) be a P -labeled ribbon graph together with a permissible sequence. A subset of edges X ⊂ Z i for some i, is semistable with respect to (Γ, Z • ) if no component of X belongs to N (Γ, Z • ) and every univalent vertex is labeled. Thus there exists a permissible sequence Z • /X generated by collapsing X. In this case the orders are shifted up to accommodate X. Define by Z sst (Γ, Z • ) the collection of semistable subsets X respect to (Γ, Z • ) such that Γ X is connected. Let also Z sst (Γ, Z • ) be its stable subset.
Lemma 4.17. Given a P -labeled ribbon graph and a permissible sequence
Proof. We need to show that every component of the normalization of Surf(Γ, Z • ) has non-positive Euler characteristic, i.e. the Euler characteristic of the components of Surf(Γ, A natural question arises: Given a P -labeled semistable ribbon graph can we find a P -labeled ribbon graph and a permissible sequence generating the original semistable graph? The answer to this question is yes, but we have to make some choices. Turns out that these choices are parameterized by the combinatorial analogue of the real blow-up by tangent directions for moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces.
Fix a pair of associated nodes on a P -labeled semistable ribbon graph (Γ, ι). A decoration by tangent directions is a correspondence that identifies the halfedges of the vertex-node with vertices of the boundary cycle corresponding with the cusp-node. This identification has to be compatible with the cyclic orders on the set of half-edges of the vertex-node and the edges of the boundary cycle. We also require that the set of vertices on the boundary cycle that are involved in the identification contains all free distinguished points. Proof. Let Γ be a P -labeled ribbon graph and Z a permissible sequence. This generates a P -labeled semistable ribbon graph. To obtain the decorations by tangent directions is enough to keep track of where the half-edges of a vertex node were attached on the original graph. Figure 15 . Primitive ribbon graph associated to the semistable one in Figure 14 after choosing an appropriate decoration by tangent directions. Now suppose we have a P -labeled semistable ribbon graph decorated by tangent directions. The decorations by tangent directions allow us to blow-up every vertexnode in a unique way and together with the involution this reconstructs a P -labeled ribbon graph. Every component of the semistable graph induces a subgraph of the ribbon graph. Together with the order this defines a sequence of subgraphs Z • in the ribbon graph. It is not hard to check that this sequence will indeed be permissible.
Remark 4.20. The surface Surf(Γ, Z • ) comes with some extra data: decorations by tangent directions. Given a semistable ribbon graph with decorations by tangent directions call its primitive ribbon graph the one obtain from the previous proposition.
Corollary 4.21. Every P -labeled semistable ribbon graph arises as the edge collapse of an appropriate permissible sequence on a P -labeled ribbon graph.
Cellular Decompositions

Metrics on Ribbon Graphs.
Definition 5.1. A metric on a ribbon graph Γ is a map l : E(Γ) → R + . If the sum of the lengths of all edges is one we call this a unital metric or conformal structure. A unital metric on a semistable ribbon graph is a unital metric on each set of connected components of a fix order. We may call such structure a conformal semistable ribbon graph.
An isomorphism of metric ribbon graphs is a ribbon graph isomorphism that respects the metric. The space of conformal structures on Γ up to isomorphism will be denoted by cf (Γ). If the ribbon graphs are P -labeled we require such isomorphism to fix the labels point-wise. The main consequence of having a metric on a ribbon graph is the following Proof. This is the reason why Surf(Γ) was constructed out of patches of the complex plane. Now that every edge has a well-defined length it is possible to give Surf(Γ) a canonical atlas of complex charts making this a compact Riemann surface with P -labeled points denoted by C(Γ, l).
Remark 5.3. There is a natural identification
is the open simplex generated by the set of edges of Γ i and G is a finite group acting by automorphisms of metric ribbon graphs. This is thus an orbifold cell decomposition following the language of [MP98] .
Definition 5.4. A near conformal structure on a ribbon graph Γ is a conformal structure l : E(Γ) → R ≥0 whose zero set is negligible. The space of near conformal structures is denoted by ncf (Γ).
Definition 5.5. Given a P -labeled ribbon graph and a permissible sequence Z • a semistable conformal structure with respect to such sequence is a conformal structure on every difference
From the previous definition we can see that a semistable conformal metric may be given as a sequence of functions l k : Z k → R ≥0 such that l k has zero set Z k+1 (so l • determines Z • ) and the total length of each Z k adds up to one. We can thus define the spaces cf (Γ, Z • ) and ncf (Γ, Z • ). Now we proceed to construct an orbi-cell complex made out of connected semistable ribbon graphs. Fix a non-empty finite set P and a non-negative integer g. Set |P | = n. The open orbi-cells are given by cf (Γ) where Γ is a P -labeled connected ribbon graph. Given any non-empty proper subset of edges Z 1 we can glue a new orbi-cell along the boundary (notice that the properness is necessary since the sum of edges always adds up to one). If Z 1 is negligible this is just part of ncf (Γ) which gives a partial compactification. Otherwise take Z 1 \ Z sst 1 first, and then glue along cf (Γ, (E(Γ), Z 1 \ Z sst 1 )). However there might be missing pieces of the boundary. Those pieces correspond to possible degenerations of Γ Z sst
1
. We repeat the process again. The orbi-cell complex thus defined is denoted by M com g,P and called the moduli space of connected P -labeled semistable ribbon graphs of genus g. This is a finite orbi-cell complex and thus is a compact Hausdorff space.
We also want to introduce the combinatorial analogue of the real blow-up of the DM-compactification of the moduli space. We consider a similar construction as before but this time as we pass to the boundary via permissible sequences we keep track of the decorations by tangent directions. This produces an orbi-cell complex called the moduli space of connected P -labeled semistable ribbon graphs of genus g decorated by tangent directions and denoted by M 
Strebel-Jenkins Differentials.
A meromorphic quadratic differential on a Riemann surface Σ is a meromorphic section of (T * Σ) ⊙2 the second symmetric power of the cotangent bundle. It is not hard to see that the notions of zero and order of a zero of these differentials don't depend on the local representation. In the same way the notion of pole and order of a pole are stable by change of coordinates. Zeros and poles will be call critical points. If the quadratic differential has a pole of order two this is usually called a double pole and a pole of order one a simple pole. Given a representation in local coordinates around a double pole q = f (z)dz 2 we can express f as
and call the term a −2 its quadratic residue. It can be shown that this number doesn't depend on the choice of local coordinates. These differentials define certain curves on the Riemann surface. If q = f (z)dz 2 is a meromorphic quadratic differential then the parametric curve r : (a, b) → Σ is called a horizontal trajectory or leaf of q if
The quadratic differentials we are particularly interested on are the following.
Definition 5.6. A Strebel-Jenkins differential is a meromorphic quadratic differential with only simple poles or double poles with negative quadratic residues.
In the case of Strebel-Jenkins differentials we have two kinds of leaves: closed ones (surrounding a double pole) and critical ones (connecting zeroes and simple poles). The union of the critical leaves, the zeroes and simple poles forms the critical graph. The vertical trajectories connect the double poles to the critical graph and are orthogonal to the closed leaves under the metric induced by √ q. The following existence and uniqueness theorem follows from the work on Jenkins and Strebel.
Theorem 5.7. Given a Riemann Surface of genus g with labeled points P and decorations λ ∈ ∆ P there exists a unique quadratic differential with the property that the union of the closed leaves form semi-infinite cylinders around the points with non-zero decoration and the other points lie on the critical graph.
If we restrict to connected metric ribbon graphs with vertices of valence at least three and then put together orbi-cells as in Remark 5.3 this gives the space M com g,P of P -labeled ribbon graphs as in [MP98] . The map Ψ : M com g,P → M dec g,P uses the construction of Proposition 5.2. The decorations come from taking half the perimeter of a boundary cycle. Theorem 5.7 provides its inverse. As these maps are continuous Ψ is a homeomorphism.
The construction of a complex structure in Surf(Γ, l) extends to semistable ribbon graphs in an analogue way. Using again Strebel-Jenkins differentials this gives surjections Φ : M com g,P → M g,P and Φ : M com g,P → M g,P .
Using the notation of [Loo95] we have a projection M com g,P → Γ\Â whereÂ is a cellular decomposition of the Teichmüller analogue for the compactified decorated moduli space and Γ is the mapping class group. The preimage under this map corresponds with decorations on semistable spheres. In fact we have the following In order to extend Ψ to the boundary we need to extract decorations from a metric on a ribbon graph. Given a metric ribbon graph (Γ, l) we can construct a function λ : C(Γ) → R + defined as half the total length of the associated boundary cycle. This is called a perimeter function. For a metric P -labeled semistable ribbon graph the perimeter function is defined by λ : x(P ) ⊔ N → R ≥0 vanishing only at the points that correspond with vertices of the graph and assigning to each cusp its perimeter.
Define Ψ = (Φ, λ) and Ψ = (Φ, λ). Proof. The function Ψ has an inverse constructed from Strebel's theorem. Such inverse assigns to a decorated P -labeled semistable Riemann surface a P -labeled semistable ribbon graph with the metric induced from the conformal structure on the surface and transferring the order function to the graph. Thus Ψ is a bijection. Since both spaces are Hausdorff and compact is enough to show continuity of Ψ to show that it is a homeomorphism. The continuity of Φ can be extended to continuity of Ψ by keeping track of the decorations by non-negative real numbers.
Remark 5.12. The continuity of (Ψ) −1 can be proved provided one can extend the proof in [Zvo04] by a careful analysis of the convergence of Strebel-Jenkins differentials via renormalization.
Corollary 5.13. The map Ψ : M com g,P → M dec g,P is a homeomorphism. Remark 5.14. The main difficulty to show the existence of the homeomorphisms Ψ and Ψ arises from the fact that the spaces M dec g,P and M dec g,P make their first appearance in this paper to the best of my knowledge.
Corollary 5.15. We also get orbi-cell complexes M com g,P /S P , M com g,P /S P homeomorphic to M dec g,P /S P , M dec g,P /S P respectively. Remark 5.16. By Theorem 3.6 the surjective maps π : M com g,P → M g,P , π : M com g,P → M g,P are homotopy equivalences and thus a chain complex computing the homology of the domains will compute the homology of the target spaces.
The spaces M dec g,P /S P are the decorated analogues of the spaces used in [Cos05] to construct a solution to the quantum master equation. Using the last corollary and extending the previous remark it will be possible to describe a combinatorial solution to the master equation.
